What makes
the difference?

If seen through different eyes, drainage
is a key element when it comes to
the visual appearance of any drained
surface. It can even become a key
design feature if architects and other
specifiers are aware of the outstanding
design possibilities ACO offers. With
numerous choices and combinations
of design and material available,
you - the architect - can make a real
difference and create something truly
outstanding. Regardless of whether
you choose the hide or the highlight
approach, the possibilities range
from attractive standard solutions to
completely individual designs.
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CENTAR ZAMET, Rijeka,Crotia
ACO DRAIN® Multiline with slot grating

SKATE PARK, Zwevezele, Belgium
ACO Sideline with LED Lighting

Experience the outstanding exhibition
in ACOs Carlshütte.
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What if drainage could even strengthen distinctive design?
ACO DRAIN®. The aesthetics of the line

Drainage seen through
different eyes.

Drainage is often seen as a necessity,
a technical part of a building’s
infrastructure and something which
is purely functional. Standards and
regulations seem to set clear limitations.
From a design perspective, drainage is
all too often an afterthought and is seen
as something which is purely a means
to drain water or another liquid from a
specific surface. ACO cares about this
basic requirement which has a major
impact on safety and comfort on any
surface but, what if something as simple
as drainage could do much more for you
and your customer?
What if drainage could really
make a difference?

„The extraordinary
does not happen
in a straight,
ordinary way.“
Johann Wolfgang v. Goethe

What if you could highlight with a unique design?

Design selection
■

ACO DRAIN® Multiline

■

ACO DRAIN® XtraDrain
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What if functionality had no impact on design?

Design selection

Abdeckplatte
geschlossen
Gusseisen

■

ACO DRAIN® Multiline with slot grating

■

ACO Qmax
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Beleuchtung

LED-Beleuchtung

Sideline
Stahl verzinkt

Freestyle
Gussrost
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What if you could utilize the beauty of light?

Design selection
■

ACO Sideline

■

ACO Eyeled
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Lightpoint

Beleuchtung
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What if both hiding and highlighting could be combined?

Design selection
■

ACO DRAIN ® KerbDrain

Combining kerbstone and drainage
in one monolithic element.

■

ACO Monoblock PD

